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ABSTRACT
In support of NASA/JSC, the C. S. Draper Laboratory (CSDL) has implemented a
simulation of the system made up of the Orbiter, Remote Manipulator System (RMS), and
payload grappled by the RMS. CSDL has used the simulation to study the stability of thls
overall system when Its attitude Is under control of the Orbiter's On-orbit Flight Control
System {FCS). CSDL has also used the simulation to study the dynamics of the system
when the RMS and Its associated command software are In active control of the relative
Orbiter to payload position and orientation.
The _rtulatlon models all of the following elements:
- RMS boom bending (represented by two cubic bending models)
- RMS boom Torsion
- RMS Joint gearbox compliance (represented by a non-linear wlnd-up model}
° Flexibility at the RMS to Orbiter interface
..._-. Flexibility at the RMS to payload interface
- Joint motor dynamics
.k Joint servo-loop dynamics
_ RMS on-board computer command logic
__aData transfer delays between the RMS sensor and the RMS on-board computer
and between the RMS on-board computer and RMS Joint servos
On-orblt flight control nonlinear control logic ,"
__ Reaction Control System (both Primary and Vernier) Jet forces and moments.
j_
J
The Draper RMS Simulation [DRS) has close to a decad_'f development effort behind it.
During that time, it has been used to analyze a wide r_rlge of RMS questions. Payload
weights have run from zero (i.e., an unloaded arm) _o weights in excess of the original
design limit of the arm (65,000 Ibs.). Types of interactions studied have ranged from
Interactions between failure detection algorithms in the RMS command software and high
frequency motor translents to Interactions between the On-orbit FCS and the
473
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fundamental bending mode of the composite system with a 20,000 to 20,000 Ib payload|.0.05 to 0.2 hz).
For all its complexity the DRS is reasonably economical. A run simulating one nUnute of
real time costs on the order orS10 when run as a low priority over night batch Job.
Nevertheless. increases In economy can be of benefit for flight control/structural
interaction studies which will involve increasing numbers of stmulaUons with longer and
longer simulation durations. Consequently. an effort has been under way for the last
several years at CSDL on a so called Limited Singing and Dancing {LSAD) simulation that
would sacrifice high frequency motor dynamics but retain good representation of bending
modes pertinent to the interaction of the On-orbit FCS with the Orbiter/RMS/Payload
structural system. LSAD shows approximately a ten-fold increase in economy as
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